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TWO SUITS INSTITUTED
POLICE KILLED METHODIST
SAN FRANCISCO NOW
'AGAINST J. MARK WORTEN
UNDER MARTIAL LAW 11ANIAT MAYFIELD
INSTITUTION
enry Cooley Shot About Rev. Newell Returned From
.
'Do Not Be Afraid of FamineSays.
n
Mayonii-His Proclamation.
Lb-divine Yesiertiy.
tOtlocl: —

REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. AND ITS
EDITOR SUE WORTEN
FCIZ.
.
LAWYERS' FEES, COURT COS TS AND
DAMAGES IN CASE
AGAINST THEM, WHICH WAS DECIDED IN
THEIR FAVOR.

••••••••=s1p...—.-

In the McCracken Circuit court single
one of them was brought in
yesterday there were filed two suits
Paducah.
PARTICULARS NOT LEARNED. EDUCATIONAL BOARDS MET. against Attorney J. Mark
Worten;
The petitions
filed
yestesday
be by the Register Newspaper
were prepared by the company's atCompany for $2,215.co, and the torneys,
IMPROVING—CONGRESS ASKED TO CONTRIBUTE $1,500,000
Hendrick, Miller & Marble,
other by James E. Wilhelm, editor who say that under the
BE
WILL
laws Of KeoMORE—THE GENEROSITY 11? THE COUNTRY
Officer Thomas and young Man Great Philanthropist Asked to Make of The Register, for 2,100, for ma- tucky, where a sun- is
bronginawithSTU7
RELTE1
licious
prosecution in a civil action. out probable cause, and so decided,
TAXED—NECESSITY FOR AND PLAN OF
to
Said
Have
Contributions to the
These two suits are for the recov- that the defendant can recover costs
GENERPENDOUS—PEOPLE EVERYWHERE RESPONDING
ery of the expense incurred, the time and damages from the plaintiff or/
Quarreled.
Project.
lost, and damages sustained in de- from the attorney who counsils and
OUSLY—SANITARY PRECAUTIONS BEING TAKEN.
fending a suit for $to,000 for alleged advises the bringing of the suic....The
.r
libel brought by Sam Stone, through petitions state:
his Attorney, J. Mark Worten, in
That the defendant, J. M. Worten
LOCAL COMMITTEE
REMAINS TAKEN TO
Proclamation.
the Livingston circuit court, March had full and
Our latest advices frons. San .Fraucomplete knowledge of
lotthe
isesued
has
Mayor Schmitz
eisco are to the effect that order. is
BROTHER'S HOME.
MEETS WEDNESDAY. 17, toos, against the Register News- the publication in which occurred
citizens
which
proclamation,
lowing
being
is
paper Company and James E. Wil- the alleged
being restbred, orgauizatiou
libel set up in the aforenot be
:effected, the wants of the sufferers are intended to observe: "Do
helm.
said action, and well knew there was
abunbe
will
There
famine.
of
afraid
beare
wounded
the
and
attended to,
The case was tried is that court,:no libel therein
as against said Sam
use
ing tenderly cared for. The fearful dance of food supplied. Do ,not
and on April 22, Teo, the jury ren-;Stone and
and
drinking
yesterwell
e
t
morning,
returned
Rev.
This
about
o'clock,
T.
knew there was no
J.
.Newell
for
except
water,
whole
any
the
made
hat
nature
touch of
any Henry Cooley was killed at Mayfield, day morning from Louisville, where ciered a verdict 'in -favor of tlie de- 'reasonable or probable ground or
world kin. The sorrow in our far- cooking purposes. Do not light
fendarls,
tied the court gave jug- cause for instituting
fireplaces. Ky., twenty miles from here, by Offi- he attended the meetings of the chairany such action,
thest West finds ready response in fires in houses, stoves or
*lent in accordance therewith,
under
force
for
police
the
men
of
educational
Thomas,
Will
closets
cer
each
the
of
land, yet, said Worten maliciously
house
any
est
every human heart 4154 all around Do not
The peiblication of -an item in the iintending to injure
earth of that city. The shooting has not boards of, Mlethodist conferences
this plaintiff, mathe restless earth t e purse strings any circumstances, but dig
Paducah
Daily Register of August tliciously and wrongfully
using.
present
lots,
the
this
in
During
investigated
the
fully
at
state.
represented
been
vacant
or
yards
in
'closets
sicthe
I
and without
are loosed for the benefit of
some time, 3:3o o'clock this morning, there- session there was takn up and dis- 30, two, was used by Stone and his probable cause instigated, advised
tims of the territle holocaust. Con- if possible, chloride of lime or
the fore the details could not be learned cussed the question of each confer- attorney J. Mark Worten, as the end procured the
a tidence is being restored, wealth'and 'other disinfectant. This is of supbringing of the
in full.
ence lending its best efforts towards basis for a suit against the company aforesaid action, and his employencouragement are flowing in upon • greatest importance, as the water
and
It was ascertained, though, that the colleges that are to be built in and Wilhelm for $10,000. Although ment as ateorney for the bringing of
the stunned people, and soon they ply is only sufficient for drinking
wilt he able to rebuild their lost city cooking. Do not allow any garbage Cooley was met in front of the Key the state of Kentucky, and endowed there were no grounds whatever, for said action and, with like intent, maand towns. San Francisco will rise to remain on the premises; bury it & Galt pool room at Mayfield, with out of the Sneed fund that is in the suit, yet the defendants had to liciously, wrongfully and without
Pestilence Officer Thomas, Ben Key and an- charge of the Kentucky conference, employ attorneys to defend them,
from her ashes, and, robed in beauty and cover immediately.
probable cause prepared, instituted,
of new birth, resume her proud posi- can only be avoided by complying other party, when Cooley and Thom- North. Paducah is after one of these and as Sam Stone is insolvent, the c tinued and prosecuted said action
as had some words. Thomas pulled institutions.
defendants were compelled to pay to its termination, when he well
tion on the shore of the great ocean with these regulations.
Rev. Newell is chairmas of the edu- certain parts of the court costs.
"You are particularly requested not his revolver and .shot Cooley once
more lovely and more magnificent
knew that this plaintiff and the
to entir ally business house or dwell- through the heart, killing him instant- cational board for the Memphis con- Stone, Worten and the defendants
than before.
other defendant in said action had
may
a
had
Cooley
you
that
ichurches
ference, which includes the
ly. It was said
ing; except your own, as
all lived in Paducah, yet Worten not published of or concerning the
made
looters
had
and
D.
J.
person,
Rev.
his
the
on
of
knife
Kentucky.
Wkstern
one
of
for
mistaken
be
Under Martik Law.
brought the suit in another county said Sam Stone any libel or libelous
and shot on sight, as the orders are a demonstration towards Thomas. Walsh, of Louisville, is chairman of
San Francisco. April at —For the not to arrest, but-to shoot down any- when the killing occurred, but this the same board for the Kentucky con- that is inconvenient to reach and or slanderous matter, and that they
thereby forced the defendants to go were not guilty of the charges made
first time in its history, San Francis- one caught stealing."
could not be verified over the long- ference. North. Rev. H. W. Browto
the expense of transporting their against them in said action, and that
co ,has had its taste of martial law.
distance telephone, on account of the der, of Bowling Green, is chairman
witnesses there and, paying hotel there was no probable cause to beWhen darkness fell upon the decothe
of
Swept
hour.
department
late
educational
for
Occupants
the
Cliff House and
4 lated city every inhabitant of the
The remains of the dead boy were Louisvilk conference, South, while bills, and it is a fact that this same lieve that they were guilty of said
Into the Sea.
houses that were left standing groped
to the residence of his brother, Rev. Taylor, of Lexington. Ky.. is attorney J. Mark Worten, within charges, or that they had published
taken
Oakland, Cal., April 21.—Thc Cliff Mr. Jesse Cooley, who resides in
about their homes in darkness, the
chairman for the board of the Ken- time past two years. has brought any false or slanderous or libelous
survivors of the terrible calamity house, at the western end of Golden May
live oe six other suits for this fel- matter of or concerning said Sam
tucky couttrence, South.
cooking their suppers on tires built Gate park. the famous San Francisco
low Stone aroinst the City of Pa- Stone, and well knew that there
years
the
23
about
was
at
Cooley
were
Young
gentlemen
All
these
resort, has been swept into the sea. of age, and a son of the late Captain gathering.sand they directed a letter ducah, some of its officers, other was no orobable cause for said acin front of their horries.
The wind fanned many of the fires It is understood that the hotel has Cooley. the clay king of Clay Switch, to the private secretary of a certain newspapers and editors.. and .every tion.
into hasty blazes, and for a time it been completely demolished, and that four miles out from Mayfield. The great philanthropist, asking that aid
looked as if many new fires would not a stick or a stone has been left young man was raised in this city, be given in the project to institute
be started. But police orders were standing. The news is confirmed by where for a long while the family re- the colleges in this state.
wetted that all fires must be put out, the captain of a little schooner, sided before the captain moved to
Rev. Newell remarked that people
and with a score of soldiers and as- which shot the gate without a tow. Clay Switch, some ten years ago. of Paducah must awaken from their
make
eistants, the building of fires in frant and managed miraculously tfi
Ile is survived by his mother, two apparent lethargy and realize that if
of houses was summarily suppress- dockage.
brothers, Messrs. Jesse and Morris they expect to accomplish anything
--- —
•ed.
Cooley, and one sister, formerly Miss in connection with the college propoSaved.
Big Ferry Building
In all of the homes left standing
Minerva Cooley, who married several sition, that their movements will
sio light, were allowed to be burned.
San Francisco, April al.—Accord- months ago at Mayfield and went to have to be very ittive, asothe other YESTERDAY MORNING THE STOCKHOLDERS ELECTED THEIR
in places where persons lit their ing to latest reports, the Ferry Texas to reside. The nuptials was cities the state over are pbtting up
OFFICERS, WHILE DURING CONFERENCE THERE WAS
light!, contrary to the orders of the building is safe from destruction by one of the swellest ever occurring a very hard fight for the colleges.
OUTLINED THE PROGRAMME, WHICH TEEMS WITH ENpolice, the militia citizens formed tire. Efforts of the men under, Gen- there. lie has a half-sister residing raising money, sites, and making all
TERTAINING AND ELEVATING FEATURES APLENTY.
and forced the occupants to extin- eral Caster and 'employes of the grain in Paducah.
kinds of seductive bids for the instiguish them. The only exception was sheds, and that of the fire tugs and
The Cooley family is one of the tution..
•
in the cases of hospitals. Soldiers steamers will succeed in checking the most prominent in Graves county,
stock- o'clock each morning the professor
Dr. Newell will have Chairman H. Yesterday morning the
patrolled the streets, and no citizen tire near the Lombard street Cory and the young man had many friends C. Rhodes to call the committee of holders of the Paducah Chautauqua gives talks on health culture to the
was allowed to 'paw% 4rom one block slips
here, who regret the unfortunate fate local college promoters. so a meet- association held a meeting with Mr.Igrown people, both male and female.
to the other, except by written perIn other directions the fire is now that has overtaken him. He was of ing can be held next Wednesday, at James A. Shaw of Bloomington,' At to o'clock every morning Dr.
mission of the chief of police.
•
a nice disposition, and full investiga- which time Rev. Newell will make a Ills who is the general director of 'Stanley -L. Krebs of Geeenburg.
completely under control.
Mayor Schmitz and General Funs- tion of the matter will be made, and report of what was done at the Lou- these gatherings held the ;country I Penn., will give popular lectures on
St,soo,000 More.
ton have established headquarters at exact details then made known.
isville gathering.
over. The conference here get well pschycology to .the general public.
Immediately after the killing, OffiThe committee has been working under way everything as regards de- Every afternoon at
Washington, April v.—Secretary Fort Mason, which was saved by
o'clock lectures
Taft presented tile need for an addi- some desperate work on the part of cer Thomas surrendered to the sheriff hard for months on this proposition. tailed arrangements, while the pro- and literary recitals will be conducttional appropriation for the San the soldiers, aided by a body of sail- at Mayfield. When the 1:40 passen- and has not the slightest doubt but gramme for the ten days was out- eil by Miss Ruth L...dieminway of
ger train arrived here this morning, what they can accomplish their pur- toted
Francisco fire sufferers to the house oh from the warship Chicago.
in full and settled upon, it in- Evanston. Ill., just outside of Chi the passengers reported the body pose, if everybody will place their
committee on appropriations this
eluding some of the most renowned cages
to
work
and
Buildings.
the
a
was
in
but
lying
street,
still
wheel
Federal
shoulders to the
Will Replace
morning, suggesting that $t,goo,000
men and features of the present age.
telephone message afterwards said it this end.
more should be appropriated. To
These above attraction' are fixed
Washington. April al.—When the
Mr. Shaw is highly delighted at
enhave
others
had
Mr.
of
taken
been
the
the
to
home
and
Newell
Dr.
this the committee readily issented. senate met Friday, Mr. Scott prefor the specified hours
:attires
.
J
countered as yet nothing but encour- Paducah as a flourising business city every day of the chautauqua.
and the appropriation will be made sented and asked immediate atten- Jesse Cooley.
agement, but want to awake the citi- and believes this initial chautauqua
today. The secretary explained that tion for a resolution calling on thie
The chautauqua opens at a o'clock
AT THE RANGE.
zens to their responsibilities in this will prove a great thing for the
ipresident, secretary of the treasury to prepare
a special. message, frofm
the afternoon of Friday, June rsth,
city.
pushed
be
everything
let
and
respect
together with a 1,etter of detail from for the senate an estimate on the cost
desired goal that will
On the stookholders meeting yes- at which time Dr. Stanley Krebs
himself, was on fte way to congress. of repla
.sing the ruined federal build- The Rifle and Target Clubmen Spent forward to the
ranks
foremost
the
in
city
this
put
terday there was made permanent will lecture on "Fear and Worry—
ings ill San Francisco, and it was
Yesterday at Shooting.
At 7:30
possessor.
college
great
a
as
temeararily How to Cure Them."
suggests
the officers selected
All Fed.
resolution
adopted. The
will
a
concert
evening
that
o'clock
some weeks since, together with the
Dr. Vorsanger. chairman of the that the estimate should be for steel
Yesterday, the Paducah Rifle and
given by the Lady Washingtoo
SLAIN.
be
committee
executive
The
DISCOVERER
directors.
committee to feed the hungry,ieeport- frames.
Target club spent the afternoon upon RADIUM
o'clock
named was Messrs. John S. Bleeck- qvartette of Chicago. At 8
41 'rd that everything possible was done
their range. with a practice shooting,
w Herbert Leon Cope of Wisconsin
4
'
in(ormittion Bureaus
Char Loa Woillo. n w
urie
commerce, made by the cracksmen:
who with -his wife discovered radimr. P. Hummer and Charles W. Thomp- delivers a humorist lect ore. Br.of
chamber
The
-an that not a hungry soul existed in
wagon ,,on. This body will have charge of tween 7:30 and 8 o'clock each even relief
and
offices
newspaper
an Francisco last night. There was church,
J. M. Vickery, 169; C. W. Grate, was run over and killed by a
pre.
registers
today.
Dauphine
provided
have
Place
the
on
headquarters
the
in
trouble
distribution
no
of the
;he priparations and are now work- 4oz the quartette will furnish
t65; J. B. Probus, tee; T. Bennett,
an
was
diobscure
aiding
five
ProfessorCurie
for
now
liminary
are
entertainment
and
refugees,
the
for
Food nor in procttring it, and in quan151; J. F. McCreary, 128; T. Houseschool of ing to make 'it a very successful
fine
a
while
rector in the Municipal
gathering,
the
of
.days
tity and quality it was satiscactory. in 'the work of finding friends and man, 125.
long to be remembered as one
his fit- affair
with
At the Y. M. C. A. building;em Pate telatives for distracted survivoh.
The club will have an all-day tour- Physics and Chemistry when
greatest events in the his- brass band is being negotiated
the
of
a
as
there
in
came
places
are
line the
this
in
needs
the
y
ls
y
p
a
p
d
stsu
a
o
l
t
street and at the Park lodge thou- The scenes at these
nament on May 30, at their grounds, ture wife, a Pole,
soon tory of the city,
sands were fed from morning 'to many instances heartrending.
and some very attractive features pupil. An intimate friendship
This morning Mr. Shaw and the
ultiwhich
them
between
grew up
night, all kinds of proviiione and
The following is the 'ogramme
will be art anged.
Work- "Committee On Grounds" wilt visit
marriage.
into
ripened
mately
Located.
Brother
clothing, meet, vegetables, bread,
full tor-the balance of the days:
in
ing side by side in the laboratory, "O‘ailace park and other places, to
Dr. Vernon Blythe, the well known
canned goods, tea and coffee, and the
holding
place
STUDY.
suitable
for
Saturday, June i6.
a
OUTLINE
select
they conducted an exhaustive series
like were handed out in abundance, physician, yesterday beathed a sigh of
immense
the
is
gatherings.
It
theytwere
last
at
until
message
experiments
a
received
by Herbert Leon
m.—Lecture
ps
of
not a soul being turned away. Dr. relief when he
designated
be
discovery
will
actual
of
Blythe,
park
the
the
thought
by
Leon
rewarded
Mr.
brother,
his
This
from
Prepare
Cope:
to
Selected
Committees
who
to
appeals
citizens
all
Vorsaneer
raditim—a discover' which startled as it is the most excellently located
m.—Entertainment
tee
p.
8
4, own teams of horses to come to the stating that the latter was in San
for Coming Scholastic Year.
earthquake
great
the entire world of science and, made t c for the chautanqua. Tonight Robert' Wassman, magician of Chithe
wlom
Francisco
comthem
with
at
the
as
once,
front
e
the discoverers famous.
Ir. Shaw expects to leave here for cago.
mittee has experienced quite a little occurred, but fortunately was not inThe public school teachers have sejived or killed. Mr. Blythe wired
his home in Bloomington, Ill.. but
difficulty in moving the supplies.
Sunday June t7..
Clothing Thief.
will return againt shortly, while be
This morning. rso Stanford students from Los Angeles, to which city he lected a committee that is to outline
Captain
m.-- Lecture by
p
2
traversed the varinue districts of the had returned from the ill-fated town the course of study for the next schol'Trim- e ill be here several days ahead of Richard Pearson Hobson of MerriM.
Albert
Rouse
Professor
Septemcity and handed out supplies from and reports he is safe and sound, astic year that commences in
ble street yesterday morning report- ilie opening. and remain througput mac fame.
door to door, and at the same time which is thankful newssto all friends, ber. Heretofore the work has been ed to the police force that the day the entire ten days.
p. m.—Nlonologistie appeareaca
additional stations were established. who were held in anxiety for the mapped out for two months ahead,
For the entire ten days each by 'Wallace Bruce - Amesbury of.
hung
clothing
some
bad
he
before
entire
the
for
being
be
will
of
account
it
time
this
hut
Twenty carloads of foods of van- past few days, on
on the clothes line at his home, morning at R o'clock boys and girI Chicago.
ous kinds reached here this morns unable to reach him at San Fran- nine months, and printed in book out
Amesbury.
7:;to p. trf --Wallace
someone 'slipped in the yard and will be given instructions in physie
the
on
off
and
copied
of
instead
form,
Aping. The Xjr,,Near mills anhounced clam
al culture under direction of Prof,
and
coat
outer
the
an
overcok,
for
done
was
typewriter,
it
like
an
stole
of
pounds
s,0000
,tbst they .RY send
Iletcher of Danville, Ill. 'At .9
(Continued cru Fag.- 4.)
two months.
vest, and a sealskin cloak.
`-(Clontinued on Page Five.)
'lour a day from now on.
RELIEF DEPOTS ESTABLISHED—TRAIN LOADS OF SUPPLIES
ARRIVING—FIRES STILL BURNING, BUT WATER SUPPLY
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR
PADUCAH'S CHAUTAUQUA
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Anita Wood, of Wichita, Kan.; Miss where they are now making their'
Anna Parks, of Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. home.
Wm. Leech, of Cripple. Cree.,, Col., an
The ceremony was performed by
itncle of Miss Cox; M. Charlie Cox, Rev. A. L. Ilten of the German
of Ann Arbor, Mich.; Mr. James Lutheran church of South Fourth St.,
Hodge, of lieriderson, Ky.; Mr. Jos-'and was a very pretty service.
Newbern, of Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Kettles are parents- Or ths elm/cling young bride
The soo Club.
who has been connected with the city
isc=s4s.s=s40c=>00.00e=ssseNee=setsc=>00<=>00C4Oszz>00<z=s0Ov
ilchoole, and is exceedingly
Mrs. Saunders Fowler will entertain the soo club next Wednesday af- highly esteemed by all.
The groom is a prosperous and risternoon at a o'clock in her suburban
First Post-Lenten Meeting.
tion of eminent women of Frencla home, "F.dgewood' on West Broad- ing young business man of TiptonThe initial gathering following history, and they formed delightful way. This is the first, gathering of ville, and the couple had intended taking a northern bridal tour of many
Lent, by the As You Like It club, topics for the final literary gath%/g this popular club since Lent.
weeks, but only a few days before
will be held the coming Friday eve- of the club ladies.
The first Tuesday in October the AfternooA at Euchre.
the ceremony there was destroyed by
ning with Hon. and,Mh. Hal S. Corclub resumes its meetings, and next
fire the new home he had equipped
bett, of North Ninth street.
A most deogintiui afternoon was for his bride, therefore this necessiwinter they study "Spanish Literaspent at euchre Wednesday by many tated their immediate departure sfor
ture, History and Art."
Dance of Younger Crowd.
friends at the residence of Mrs. Ad Tiptonville where his attention was
The younger society people enBosch on Ninth and Broadway, it needed to straighten out his business.
Easter German.
joyed a delightful dance Friday evebeing one of the most charming of
ning At. She ,Elks'.hall1 on _North
The Easter german giveres by the post-lenten affairs.
Confederate Dmighters,
Fourth street, and many were there. Cotillon club last Mksnday evening at
Twelve tables were filled with *card
Those attending were chaperoned by the Palmer was a very attractive and
The Daughters of the Confederacy
players. while the home was prettily
Mesdames W. F. Bradshaw and Jetta delightful affair, furnishing several decorated, the color scheme in this of this city will have charge of the
Hobson.
hours' pleasant diversions for many and other features being pink. Miss "Country Store" during the carnival
people. The german was led by Mr. Linnetis Orme captured the first next week at Twelfth and Trimble
Evening Dining.
Louis Rieke, Jr., while those upon the prize, Mrs. Kate Wilson the second street, and prospects are for a Most
A ftw friends will be entertained popular floor were Messrs. and Mes- and Miss Clara Thompson that for flourishing and remunerative busi40.
ness, as the entire net proceeds go to
at dinner tomorrow evening by Miss dames Saunders Fowler, Edmund No- the best lone 'hand.
the fund being gotten up in this city
Susie Thompson, at her home on ble, George Langstaff, Mesdames J.1
to constrbct a handsome Confederate
West Broadway, complimentary to G. Brooks, J. M. Buckner, Thomas Many Children Out.
monument in Lang's park on Foun4
Miss Elizabeth Scott, of Clarksdale, Leech, Bertie Campbell; Misses Anita
Carnegie Library was filled tain avenue. The ladies are now mak04
Miss., who is visiting Misses Myrtle 'Mood of Wichita; Elizabeth Scott, The
afternoon
Friday
folks
little
ing out a list, showing who will have
of Clarksdale, Miss.; Josephine Gard- with
and Helen Decker.
ner, Quogue, L. I.; Myrtle Decker, from 4:15 to 5:15 o'clock, attending charge each day and evening of the
Helen Decker, Ethel Brooks, Eliza- the "Children's Hour" conducted ev- establishment that is always one of
Evening at Cards.
beth
Sinnott, Millie Hisey, Ruth ery two weeks at the tnstitution. the most popular places on the
00
Miss Josephine Gardner, of QuoWeil,
Faith Langstaff, Blanche Hills, They were spoken to very instructive- grounds, and will this spring have adgue, L. I., and Miss Elizabeth ScGtt,
Hattie Terrell, Mildred Terrell, Car- ly and entertainingly by Mks Aline ded attractions in the bevy of matrons
of Clarksdale, Miss., were the honoline
Sowell, Belle Cave, May Owen, Bagby, one of the city's brightest and and maidens who will •onduct the
ored guests at the charming card
Frances
Coleman, Lulu Reed, Henri- most popular young literary ladies sales.
party given Friday evening by Miss
upon
etta
The carnival promoters offered the
Koger,
Sue Thompson; Judge and musicians. She dwelt
Langstaff, at her home on Kentucky
Sketches"
"Children
Dickens'
from
ladies full charge of the store which
Walter
Evans,
of
Louisville; Samuel
avenue.
works, and it proved a delightful
Dogwood, apple blossoms ant lilacs T. Stewart, of New York; John theme of instruction and lecture for they will run solely by themselves.
Bleecker,
Last Thursday morning at the specLouis
Rieke,
Jr.; W. T.
formed a bower of beauty for the
the children.
Sturtevant,
ial
Calhoun
meeting with Mrs. Dr. Thompson
McRieke,
Pat
room decorations, while during the
Elrath, John Brooks, Edson Hart,
on Jefferson street, the ladies of the
card game Mks Mary Boswell capMorton Hand, David Koger, Fred Roman Lecture.
Confederate chapter accepted the
tured the first prize, and Miss ElizaMiss Susan Temple, Thursday eve- proffer and are now making arrangeWade, Henry Dewey, Frank Bourne,
beth Sinnott the second trophy.
Joe Exalt, Herbert Hawkins, Walser ning was greeted by a large audi ncc ments to care for their interests that
The gentleman's gift' was taken by
Iverson, Blanton Allen, John Sher- at the Grace church parish house, at will consist of a large and varied
MT. Charles Cox.
win, Chas, Allcott, Philo Allcott, which time she delivered one of her stock daily replenished.
A sumptuous course luncheon was
Will
Leech, Ed Clark, Douglass Bag- delightful lectures that are proving
partaken of after the cards, and comby,
Algernon Coleman, Dr. I. B. such sources of entertainment for the Easter Dining,
prised many delicacies.
many fortunate enough to hear her.
lidwell,
One of the prettiest parties of EastShe is a woman of great magnetism
er-tide was a course dinner given by
Belcher-Taylor.
topics
understood
her
thoroughly
and
Magazine Club.
• 5*
having spent many months in foreign Mr. and 'Mrs. C. C. Warren to their
Tomorrow morning at 7 o'clock AtThe
Magazine
club
met with Miss lands, touring aad making a study of son Clyde- in their apartments at tits
torney L. K. Taylor leaves for Covington, Ga., where, next Wednesday, Martha Davis, of Kentucky avenue, customs and country. She spoke this Scott flats last week.
Thursday afternoon, and it was a time on "Rome" and while taking
The place cards were laid for fourhe will be united in marriage to Miss
most
delightful
teen
assemblage
guests, and the color motif was
of
the
most
the
that
through
her
auditors on a tour
Alma Pearl Belcher, one of
historic city of Italy, illustrated he: yellow and green, th: Easter. idta
beautiful and .prominent young ladies literary ladies.
Qudtations from Lyman Abbott remarks with stereoptican views tak- being carried out in detail. The tale
of that city. The ceremony will ocwere! given at the opening, in response en while there.
was beautifully arranged, a larze
cur at the residence of the bride's
to
roll
call,
while
dove
suspending from the chandel•er.
reports
from
the
at
Belcher,
M.
James
mother, Mrs.
Atlantic 'Monthly were given by Mrs. Engineers' Annual Ball.
from 'which was stretched robbins to
9.30 o'clock in the morning, officiated
George Flournoy, and from Harper's
The annual ball of Monday evening the places. The souvenirs of the otover by Dr. John S. Moore, who ocby
Mrs. Robert B. Phillips. Mrs. by the Brotherhood of Railway Engi- casion were little chickens and flowcupies the Latin chair in the college
George Langstaff told of The Out- neers was one of the most successful ers.
at Oxford, Ga.
look,
which is edited by Lyman Ab- and enjoyable affairs ever conducted
Master Clyde Warren officiated as
The nuptiats will be a quiet home
affair, with no attendants, and im- bott, while the same periodical was by that popular organization, as there toastmaster and welcomed his guests
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
mediately following same, the newly spoken of by Miss Frances Gould. were about 250 in attendance and in a manner that bespeaks credit for
mated pair will return to this city, Abbott's life was sketched by Mrs. dancing was indulged in until a late him. Master Edward Cave revpordto take up their residence at Hotel Henry Overby. and the North Amer- hour. The ball was given in the ed to the toast "Our Host." while
ican Review represented by Miss spacious dining hall of Hotel Craig "Our School Friends" was the reCraig,,,Fifth and Jefferson streets.
Helen Lowery and Mrs. Frank at Fifth and Jefferson streets, which sponse of Miss Ethel Sight3. Miss
Scott.
was beautifully decorated for the oc- Mary Cave responded with "Our
Luncheon for Bride.
On
close
of
the
literary
features
the
bride.
coming
casion, that proved a delightful diver- Aims and Ambitions."
Miss Louise Cox, a
club ladies discussed their coming sion for everybody. The floor is
A pleasing feature of the dining
and her attendants were the honored
meeting
of
the
the "conondrum" sealed as a puzState
was
Federation
of
yesterwaxed,
freshly
practically
new and
guests at the luncheon given
Women's clubs, which gathers dur- was a popular, smooth place for the zle in a salad leaf which came with
day afternoon at 1 o'clock by Miss
ing June at Mt. Sterling, Ky , and
indulgers in the terpschicorean art. each course of this nature. FollowMartha Davis. at her home on Kenwill be ably represented by Paducahing the repast the young folks were
tucky avenue near Sixth street.
ans.
They
oalso
entertained with a guessing conte t on
talked
of
the
project
vaand
hyacinths
Luncheon
Charming
Narcissus, lilacs,
this body and the Delphic club have
Mrs David G. Murrell enteetained "The Island We Visit" and the prize
ried spring flowers formed a beaution foot looking towards acquiring with a delightful luncheon at one was taken by Miss Sadie Smith on
ful decoration for the table decorafor
a public park that territory bound o'clock Tnesday aetlernoon, in her the out.
tions, which were of rose color, while
by Ninth, Eleventh, Broadway and home on Broadway near Seventh St.,
gathering
overfell
the
glow
mellow
a
the affair being complimentary to her Matinee Musicale.
from the plrik-shaded candles. Minia• Washington streets.
titre fans composed the place cards, The final gathering of this season niece. Miss Emily Upton, of New OrThe composers Liszt and Wagner
and contained neat poetic inscriptions will be held by the club May io, with leans who was visiting here and also will be those for consideration' durMrs. Saunders Fowler, at her suburb- in honor of Miss Elizabeth Gardner
about married life.
ing the meeting next Wednesday afan
home, "Edgewood," on West of Long Island, who is the guest of
MesThose there were Miss Cox,
ternoon of the matinee musicale club
Miss Faith Langstaff of Kentucky in the Eagle building on Sixth and
dames Thomas Hall and Saunders Broadway.
avenue.
Fowler, and Misses Anita Wood, of
Broadw ay. and a most excellent proCox-Rudy Wedding.
The table was charmingly set with gramme has been outlined to be renWbchita. Kan., and Ella Sanders,'
Ethel Brooks and Ruby Corbett, rA
One of the most brilliant nuptials a color scheme of pink and red with dered under leadership of Mrs
'
this city
of tire season will be that of Mis• candles, flowers and fruits, that blen- George B. Hart. Atcount the aniseLonise Elizabeth Cox and Mrs James ded beautifully with the handsome nal popularity of these talented comRudy at the Broadway rsilethodist silver and hand painted chiga. The posers, the club members will have
Paducah's Sponsor.
Miss Ethel Brooks leaves Wednes- church next Tuesday evening at 9 play cards were pretty picture pos- this meeting an "open" one, at which
day morning for New Orleane, ac- o'clock at which time this well, tals from many foreign countries and time each active and associate memcompanied by her father, Dr. John known young couple All be united' the table surrounded with a coterie ber will be permitted to bring All outG. Brooks, and also Misses Susie in marriage in presence of a church of beautiful young society girls be- side fricnd with them.
Thompson, Kathleen Whitfield, of, thronged with friends and admirers. witching costumes. formed an attracThe programme i as follows:
this city: Anita Wood, of Wichita, Rev. T. J. Nesse:: of the Broadw sy tive scene.
1—Character Sketch
During the hour a most delicious
Kan., and Mrs. Bert'le Fowler Methodist church will perform thc
Mrs. H. S. Wells
Campbell, the young ladies to be the ceremony, with the assistance of repast of many courses was served. 2---N0001 Solo—"Elizabeth's Prayer
Miss' Upton reset-tied the day fol. r-sids of honor to Miss Brooks, while ?se. W..:: cave, oi the First Pe •.,from "Taunhauser"--Wagner....
.
'lowing to hr southern home, where
Mrs. Campbell is the matron of hon- byterian cloarsh.
.Mrs. W. C. Schofield
I
or.
Miss Martha Dsvis wil officiate a: she is a reigning belle.
3—Violin Solo—Selected......
Miss Brooks was several wecks maid of honor, while ttte brilesmoisis 1
Prof. Wm. Deal
ago selected as the sponsor for the! vs'll he Mss 3 nita Wood, ii w o-s:.' Popular Couple.
4—Vocal Solo—"Lorelei !—Liszt...
James T. Walbcrt camp of Confedita, Kas., lad Visses Ribs' Cesrbe't.1 Mlise Addie Millis! and Mr. Roy S.
Muss Anne Bradshaw
•
ate Veterans of this city to represent Ella Sande; s ;I'd Eth .1 Bry.ske. rti Ballow(' were united in marriage last 5—Basso Aria freon "The Flying
the
Dutchman"—Wagner.. ......
! Monda evening at 8 o'clock in
ipcnberjjsappJe brandy is the first that ha
of Confederate Veterans from the be Mesdames Thomas Hall and Saun-t residence ,,f the bride on West -refLintrielt -ffareby.
eveLieiched Pad,
a
ders Fowler. Messrs. James Hodge, ferson near Twelfth street. Only
world over.
6—Piano Duet—"Rhopsodie Hongucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink. Remember
that
Mr. David Koger, son of Captain tif Henderson. and John' Brooks, few friends and relatives witnessed
roise No. 2—Liszt
James Koger, has been selected as Charles Allcott, Stewart Sinnolt.Ithe ceremony that was officated over
Miss Newc11 and Mr. Gilbert the rectified and compounded apple
brandy is more poisonous than
a major by General Henry A. Tyler, William Rudy and Richard Rudy will by Rev. W. E. Cave of the First 7—The Story of Lohengrin
and serves as an aide on the latter's officiate as ushers. The best man! Presbyterian church.
Miss Aline Bagby the vilest whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy Is
staff. Mir. Koger and his father leave to the groom will be Mr. Edwin J.1 The contracting parties are among- 8—Vocol Solo
"fisa's Dream'
higher in price than the average run of pure whiskies and is
tomorrow, to be there several days in Paxton, while the bride will be given' st the most popular young people of
scarcer
......
from Lohengrin..4
advance of the gathering, which w ill away by her brother, Mr. CharWs the city, and have the sincere wishes
Mr. Jas. 1A"eille than whisky. Remember apple brandy would be
recommended by all
be attended by thousands.
-Cox.
of allfor much happiness is their
--physician
for
certain
ailments
of
Immediately following the esrelnew life. The dainty and beautifal
the
human
body
if they were sure
DETECTIVES SUE.
ninny the couple and friends wilt be bride is the adopted (laughter of AlClosing Season.
they could get the pure brandy al,o; there would be more of it
The Delphic club will not hold any entertained with a reception at the . derman W. T. Miller, the Broadway
drank
gathering the coming week, but con- residence of the bride's parents. Mr inueic dealer, and is a very charming They Got Checks for Only Nine if it were not for the rect,ified
compounded stuff they have to drink.
duct their final meeting the after- and Mrs. W. Armour Gardner, of and accomplished young lady endowDays Work—Other Matters...
noon of Tuesday, May t, at 4 o'clock, Fountain avenue near Broadway. ! i ed with many attractive traits.
Remember that the name of my Brandy is DON
G1LBERTO'S
at which time the entertainment will
A costume of white satin, empanel-1 The happy groom is manager for
Yesterday former City Detectives
Brandy. My brandy is bottled and sealed
be in the nature of an afternoon tea ed with real lace, will be worn by the Tenth and Broadway drug store T. J. Mloore and Baker were paid for t"THREE STAR" Apple
ansI general social gathering of an in- the bride, who carries a shower bou-I of Dr. James Slceth and is an effic- the nine days they worked this month under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my
name in big
vitational character, each club mem- quet of lilies of the valley and white ient and reliable young druggist of an and no more, it amounting to $18. red letters on the inside of the lable
next to the bottle which reads
ber being permitted to bring two vis- roses, while the bride's attendants extensive acquaintance. He is a gen- Now they are preparing to sue the
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy z year old loo proof. The
itors with her.
bottle will
will be garbed in white Arabian silk, ial and popular man well known to city on th ground they were employcontain
p oz of the pure Three Stare apple brandy.
IAst Tuesday the paper of Miss with pink rases to match.
all.
ed for one year, and their services
Helen Lowery was on "Empress EuThe parties who will come from
cannot be dispensed with.
Bear in mind that this package Will be subject at any time
genia." while "Rosa Bonheur" was away to attend the nuptials are:
and
Kettler.Comters.
The Memphis papers of yesterday
discussed by Mrs. Lilliardi Sanders.
Mrs. Mary Rudy, of Caseyville.
At to o'clock Tuesday morning aid that Frank Page had been locked anywhere that the .U. S. Revenue officials 'see fit to inspect it, (He has
"The Mother of Napoleon" was told the grandmother pf MT. Rudy; Mrs. Miss Clara Bertha Kettkr of this city up there to be held, pending an in- a right to do so.)
of by Ws. Frank L Parham, while Henrietta , Jackson. of Denver, Col., and Mr. George /slathers Conners of vestigation. He is a baker and claims
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
"The Times of the Second Empire an aunt ;Mir. and Mts. Clarke Knowl- Tiptativille, Tenn., were married in Paducah as his home.
officers
of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
with Louis Phillipe and Marie Ame- ton, of Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Isaac the presence of a number of friends
The police have not succeeded in
lie" was the interesting subject Peters, of Memphis; Mrs. George at the residence of the bride in Me- catching the partiet who. attempted conker, as I am personally responsible for its, purity, strength and %)
spoken of by Mrs. Edmund Post. Fong. of Baton Rouge. La.; Mrs. chanicsburg. 'The newly married to pass forged checks at several plac- quantity.
be had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbol
All these papers teemed with men- Charles James, of Ev,ansville; Miss pair left that evening for Tiptonville es here a few days ago.
of strait
und innocence. ti6 S. Fourth St., Paducahu, Ky.
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"Ostermoor"

E 'LEEK IN

CIEETY..

All that's Best in Mattresses Guaranteed
by us as well Ostermoor.
Take care---don't be fooled.

Look for the Label

Put there by Ostermoor for your protection. Beware
of imitations trading on the Ostermoor success. We
sell the genuine.

ttfun

We have just received a lot of new
M.attinp, our first purchases having
proven such good sellers.

Jap Matting, cotton warp, at

12 I-2c, 18c, 20c, 25c, 30c.

China Matting, heavy straw, at

20c, 25c and 30c

L. B. Ogilvie CZ Co

•9

•

•

DON 6111fRIO
'
.
Has Scored Another Mark

Alongside his pure clebrated Willow Spring Whisky he has added the
long needed and unobtainable pure
Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
apples and distilled at a still in the
beautiful mountains of Tennessee,where .1
the willows grow tall and green and the
beautiful chrystal water runs from the
grove of Willow Spring, direct to the
still of Messrs Hennessee & Co., McMinniville, Tenn., distillers.
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Senate Blocks Legislation.
4-A;14m3.1-4-.,---- 4
"At present," said M. Foulke, "the
senate is run by rotten boroughs like
Nevada and Montana. to per cent of
the people of the United States are
blocking all legislation. The rest of
N IN FROM
CITY SOLICITOR CAMPBELL COLONEL GRIFFI
the
people must sit idly by and see
MURRAY TO SPEND
HAS TEDIOUS TASK BEtheir wishes defied- art-d- -their - manSUNDAY.
FORE HIM.
dates ignored because of the silly provision for representation by states in
imaginaDUDLEY FOULFE the senate. By no stretch. of
Tobacco WILLIAM
tion can the present senate_ be call0
He does not Think There is C.01.1aute Ne__Bays the Claims of the
ATTITUDE OF
*Were Association Is Ow,
_
15ENOUNCF18
other than a thoroughly mitrepresenable, More than Fifty Per
Drawn Oreatry.
tative body. It does not - fulfill theCent of Amount Due.
FEDERAL.BODY.
purposes of the founders of the constitution, because it is not so much
considered for the conservatism of
Colonel Mike Griffin, the tobacco
0 City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr..
the 'American people as for special inMurfrom
y
yesterda
arrived
is now undertaking one of the larg- buyer,
,
Not
terests.
Interests
ts
Specia41
It
Represen
Sunday with his famest jobs that came within the duties ray, to spend
"It cares nothing about the AmeriSixth
North
on
for Popular
(if his office, which is to sort out ily at their home
the
People
can
people conservative or otherwise.
y and Jefferson
the accounts against all parties ow- between Broadwa
It is there to guard vested interests INSURE WITRElection.
is his city but as buying the city back taxes preparatory streets. This
and it guards them . A little clique
department of the
tobacco
enthe
to
for
er
them
against
snit
'filing_
to
largely, somingAronLtbe Jotten_borhe-tr station e•I
oughs is stronger than the house ot
frrce collection' of the sums dile. T:gra goveriirtient
a
to
.
,urray
about 4,000 (if
ilre
representatives, the president and the
Colonel Griffin yesterday said that
Chicago, April 21.—"The present nation and they do not fear to show
,eounts and now the solicitor is goTobacco attitude of the senate invites revolu- their strength. The remedy for this
ing over the list in order to get the promoters of the Dark
or- tion. It invites radical changes in the state of affairs lies only in revolution,
them in some kind,of presentable Growers association that is being
to constitution, which will be inevitable to accable revolution, an upheavel of
seems
country,
the
over
ganized
shape.
ts if the senate persists in rzpresenting public opinion which will do away
statemen
In the list the same party owes be giving out erroneous
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Office' 306 Broadway
ortheir
of
another
special interests instead of the Amer- with the antiquated method of elect- 411.,
strength
and
the
g
year
regardin
for this year, that
diabsurd
the
with
ing senators and
year, and the solicitor wants to sort ganization. They are claiming they ican people."
This was the keynote of the ad- vision of representatives according to
these out, get all against the same control eighty per cent of the
William Foulke, former states.
rarty together, and then in the sin- product, while Mr. Griffin says this dress of
civil service commission, "If the senate persists in its present
the
of
head
able,
vie suit include for all the years is over-drawing things consider
at Hamilton club last night. Mr. attitude as opposed to all reform and
due. and thereby make one action as they wilt not have charge of even Foulke was the guest of honor at the
as the champion of special interests
do for all any one person owes, in- one-fourth of the weed grown in dinner which was given to the var- as a mocker at every attempt to imstead of bringing a seperate suit for this section of the country.
ious civil service reform bodies of the prove Present conditions, the result
For instance Calloway county city, county and state. He had for is inevitable. The constitution will
each year against the single person.
The solicitor gets ten per cent of county raises about 8,000,000 pounds his subject "The Senate in Relation break at its weakest link. The choice
the collections, and although there of tobacco this year,,and the grow- to Reform Movements."
of sienators by states and a new
is owing the city about $15.000, he ers association control only a little
Mr. Foulke's speech from the be- amendment will be forced if it is
-does not Wall more than fifty per over 2,000,000 pounds of this, while ginning was a merciless excoriation necessary to destroy the constitution
cent of this can be made, as much in the balance of the counties things of the senate. He advocated not only as its bases to force it."
is against personal property and the exist in about equal proportion.
popular election of senators, but the
of abolition of the selection of senators
Mr. Griffith buys millions
parties have moved from town, while
A dollar inhand is worth two loanconsiderale is against cheap property pounds each year for the Italian by states.
ed to a frienes
that the owners want the city to government, being one of their
take over.
largest and best buyers in this counIt will take three or four months try. The buyers seem to think that
for the solicitor to get everything the high salaried officers of the
ready to file the hundreds of suits. growers association, and those peo.,
Wheels are still in the lead. Be!ore buying it will pay you to see
lie will print the suits in some ple having storage warehouses, are
these fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the connewspaper office, getting hundreds the ones mostly interested in the
viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
.4 copies. and then fill in the blank. organization, as the farmers do not
produce.
the names of the party sued, amount seem to take to the idea very well. We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
on
adociati
the
they owe and location of property,
up
at right prices.
etc.,
getting
Those
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
etc. .
claim that the buyers have controlled the market all along, but that
THE OLD RELIABLE.
now they will band themselves. as
Dr. Hicks' office 6o9 Broadway.
control the situation
'Phone 432. Residence 1627 Broad- farmers, and
es.
themselv
way. Phone 1280.
'
Theatre.
49c 126 and ra8 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky
72 by go bleached Sheets, worth 55c. for
62c
St by go bleached Sheets, worth 75c, for
65c
•
ou by yo bleached Sheets, worth 75c, for
49‘'
8t by go unbleached Sheets, worth (Soc. for
12c
for
15c,
forth
42,
by
36
soo Pillow Slips,
tse
200 Hemstitched Pillow Slips, worth 18c, for
49c
,cc white Bed Spreads, worth 65c, for
75c
too white Bed Spreads, worth $1.00 for
WHETH
ING
DECID
EE
REFER
IN
D
KILLE
SILLS
FRANK
too white Bed Spreads, worth $1.5o for
ER TO GIVE MONEY DI98c
THE I. C. YARDS YES.
fringed colored Bed Spreads, worth $1.25. for
so
RECT TO LINN.
$1.25
TERDAY.
so white fringed Spreads, worth $1.5o, for
$1.50
so white fringed Spreads, worth $2.00, for
for
$2.5o.
,
worth
Spreads
Walter 25 white fringed
7/2c
The Coroner's Jury Held the Engine Referee Recommends That
Low yards bleached Domestic, worth to, for
e
Discharg
a
Granted
Be
Wilkins
Un61,;
the
For
Account
to
for
worth
7Sic,
c,
Crew
5.000 yards brown Domesti
in Bankruptcy.
4c
fortunate Death.
for
6c,
worth
Lawns,
colored
6.ocro fast
45/20!
3,000 yards Prints, worth 6c, for
25c
1.000 Ladies' Summer Vests, worth 15c, for toe, or 3 for
Ye•terday Referee E. W. Bagby Soo Ladies' Summer Vests, worth 20c, for
ISC„ Of 2 for 25C
This morning at 7:50 o'clock there
the bankrupt court, allowed Will
10e. or 3 for 25c
will be shipped to Eddyville for
t.000 pairs Ladies Hose, worth 15c, for
e craim of
25c
for_
Hose,
35c,
worth
Lisle
burial, the remains of Mr. Frank Linn the latter's mortgag
Lace
600 pairs Ladies
of MarSills. an Illinois Central tailroad $3oo against M. G. Warren,
yards Matting, worth toe, to 35c yard.
5.coo
of the
45c
employe, who was killed in the shall county, to come out
Linoleum, worth 6oc, for
has 500 yards
who
latter
the
by
left
money
....
29c
for..
35c,
....
e
worth
yards here yesterday morning about
Shades,
Window
cy afid sego
35c
10:45 o'clock by switch engine No. filed a petition in bankrupt
Window Shades, worth 45c, for.... ....
so°
wound up.
49c
172 striking him. Eddyville is his whose business is being
Windof Shades, worth boc, for
get its also
to
is
claim
e
mortgag
This
6oz
former home, he coming from there
Shades, worth 75c, for .
Window
300
pro rata from the assets left by
about one year since.
We want all to call and see its in our new big store, pa and 324
Warren. Linn is a member of ,the
Mr. Sills was about fifty years of Will Harris St Co., firm of Murray, Broadway.
age and employed around the yards which also filed a petition in bankto pick up coal and debris and pitch ruptcy, and is now having its busiIt into the cars to keep same from ness wound up by the referee. As
He was the Will Harris matter seems like
BOTH PHONES t55.
being scattered around.
stooping over down near the old the assets will be more than enough
dispatchers office opposite the Union to pay in full the entire liabilities,
depot around the curve, when the the referee is now figuring up the
'.itch engine came bowling along exact liabilities and assets of the
;aid striking the man, knocked him Harris case, and if it develops that
underneath the wheels where he was the concern will more than pay too
322-324 BROADWAY.
mangled to death and body badly ceuts on the P. the $3oo coming to
cut up. (
Linn will be paid over to him direct
of
charge
if the Harris proceeding shows
but
in
was
engine
The
Engineer Checl Davidson, Foreman the assets will not pay the debts in
Phillip full, this $3oo coming from Warren
11, !lolly and Fireman
not to Linn will be paid to Linn's
did
Sills
that
seems
It
Phelps.
50c
5oc Castle Craneycrow
hear the on coming engine, while ti ustee and applied to the Harris & St. Elmo
Hilss,
crew
Happine
of
debts.
engine
Quest
The
Co.
the
soc
it also looks like
The Virginian
lis
50c
soc
was not paying much attention to
Man On the Box
Wild, Robthe
Close %Yakima Case.
of
Kindred
soc
Sills.
Cost
The
WESTERN ICENTUCK.Y FARM
'
-frill—
REAL. ES141.
SOC
After tti<rkttthig-theeereeagby cToTred }linnet of' istuvafTe
dasTri
Yester
5oc
' sec If I Were King........
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
n:I-fled over to Undertaker Guy the Walter Wilkins bankrupt pro- Graustark
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
Nance of South Third street, who ceeding, there having been collected
hment.
establis
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
his
to
them
esti-led
ii, all the assets of the bankrupt and
heretofore sold
t
novels
sopyrigh
other
a
hundred
and
and then afterwards to the dead applied to his debts.
above
The
Now the
Q w. WRIITTEMOR.1.1. Poi64ukrah- lie
man's home at Thirteenth and Ohio referee recommends to Judge Wal- at all times all the late copyright novels and we sell them at cat
streets. •
ter Evans of Louisville, that Wilkins prices.
Coroner
afternoon
Yesterday
be granted a discharge in bankFrank Eaker held an inquest at the ruptcy.
undertaking parlors, and the jury 111turned a verdict which stated Sills
Sell Property.
came to his death through negliAccident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerThe referee yesterday Issued an
gence upon part of the engineer,
the
of
the
trustee
g
.
directin
order,
foreman
fifeman and engine
The deceased is survived by a Bogen Williams bankrupt case, to
wife, four sons, two stepsons and sell at private sale about $3oo worth
three daughters. He was a good of Williams property, the proceeds
Residence Phone 73c•
Office Phone 369,
man, had many friends here, and to he applied to his-debts.
will be missed by all.
arerisrosersuranumelose
ted
tai+,
the
HUB,
Mnria
Miss
THE CHOICEST
SAVE MONEY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND
voilinist, who has 'tkturnekl to
MARKETS AFTHE
RING
TAILO
SMART
FOR
S
STYLE
By having your •Vall Paper Angland froth her • Amelieten four,
ER IS BOTI-4
DRESS
FQRD. THE PATH OP THE GOOD
cleaned; looks like new. Priees right; cub* up her American experiehaes
FOR HIS
HERE
COMES
HE
IF
MICAL
EASY AND ECONO
work guaranteed. Pilbne Old, !MO; in -four words: 'iced water; hot
A:
GARMENT
FOR EVERY
STAND
WE
H.
CLOT
hotels."
W. STINSON,
New,
TURN OUT.

SORTING TAX BILLS TOBACCOCROWERS SEDITION LAID
TO SENA

J E. COUT.SON,_

H,
NG
BI
OM
SL
..
Steamand Not Water Heating. a

I

Phone 133.

5z Broadway.

General Insurance Agency

Subscribe For The Rigister

Bicycles.......Bicycles
19061Models Ready for Inspection.

”
The "Tribune," "RambleY, "Monarch"
and "Imperial"

fitithrie's Specials
For Housekeepers
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the
3
I
balance
of
the
on
force
trying
to
ed with blossoms, and indications are
horror is due to. this cause, especially
• 'Watson batted for Quigley in the for a very heavy production this year.
officials.
as that unfortunate city is adjacent to
The Paducahans deplore the emelt- ninth inning.
the area of the Pacific ocean w hich
Summary:
thorized attitude taken by President
INVESTIGATED DEATH.
is yearly sinking."
Three-base hit—Eddie Taylor.
Joyner, and have received assurances
Father Bergman explained that the
Ilaas;
plays—South
Double
to
all
rainy outside lodges that
Mrs. kolattie Webber Died of Natural
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
proof of the gradual leveling of the from
will be here on the 26th to celebrate Gregory, unassisted.
Pacific ocean exists in the numerous
Left on bases—Paducah, 4; EvansCauses, Said the Jury.
the occasion, and pay no attention to
"atolls," or coralreef fringes. svhich
the April 3 date, which cannot be ac- ville. 6.
are to be seen today in the ocean,
Base hits—Off South:•t; off BraYesterday morning Coroner Frank
counted for.
"Volcanic islands have existed in
hie, 1.
Eakez went back up the mouth of
Around them
the Pacific ocean.
Hit by pitched ball—Bert Haas.
Clark's river to investigate the death
CLOCK PATENT.
coral reefs were built, tbc little creatStruck
;by
South,
flra5
out—By
of
Mrs. Hattie Webber, wife of Fish.
ures .forming the reefs in the shoal
erman John Wlebber. The coroner
eweler Ernest Settee Seems to Have hie. 3; by Dickerson, 7.
uater close to the shore.
Bases on balls—Off South, t; off held an inquest, which decided the
a Pretty 'Good Thing.
"In course of time, with the gradBrahie„3; off Dickerson, T.
woman had died of natural causes.
ual sinking of the oceare,s bed, these
Scorer—E. C. Winston.
yesterday
Bruises had been fcrind on her body,
here
received
was
Word
islands sank beyond the water's aur- morning from VVIaskington. I). C..
Umpire-21Ed Griffin.
but it developed this was caused by
of
instinct
the
face. The coral, with
Time of -game—One hour and (hit- falling, while the testimony revealed
announcing that a patent had been
preservation, however, a as able to
showed that she died of a smotheting
granted Mr. Ernest Sartor, the jew- ty minutes.
as rapidly as the gradual- sink- der formerly of here, but who is now
spell, without attendance of a physi..baildprogressed.
mg
cian. For a while the death was
in business for himself at Lincoln,
Nervous, Like We Were.
"From year to year this building up Neb. While here be was with the
It is with anxiety that the fans looked upon as suspicious, but this
of the atoll, or coral fringe,.which ex- Joe L. Wolff establishment, and the await Saturday, when the first game is now cleared away.
tends arotrud the outline of the sunk- patent he got was for an 'automatic of the season will be played. Keoen island, goes on and furnishes for
..ir. William Hardy left yesterday
regulator for pendulum flocks, kuk win be the local's opponent, and
geologist.. the standard of meastire- 1w"
and it is pronounced one of the most judging from theoresule of the two for Cincinnati on business.
distance
ment by which to gauge the
Keokuk, Jacksonville
needed inventions of the ,day.
at
games
which the ocean bed has sunk in a.
Clocks with pendulums will not run should win. Keokuk, however, has
in
measured
given period. It may he
Ty-noel-1y if the clock happens to 4ot been playhtte a number bf fast teams
this way with a tape line,
to one side and thereby thrown during the week, and may spring a
tilted
"This sinking is not perceptible to out of straight-up alignment. By .an surprise on us.
the senses, god. it is only when t
automatic arrangement Mr. Sartor
The Jacksonville "Lunatics" went
firmness of a part of the earth's has made it so that ,even if a clock to Springfield this morning, and are
crust holds a sinking part suspended is tilted over a little, the pendulum playing a game with the Three Eye
for awhile, oalg to drop it when its will continue swinging back and Waste .team of that city this after
weight becomes too great, that it be- forth regularly and keep proper time. noon. The papers around the Three
comes any menace vs the inlaabitants lie has already received handsome Eye jejr.kue
..
circuit are giving Springof the earth."—St. Louis Republic. offers for the patent.
field •eredit for being the strongest
team in the Three Eye league this
year. and say that Donnelly's bunch
New Concret Home.
Pushing Forward.
Architect 0. D. ScluhnItt has fin • has a' good chance to carry off the
Contractor George Weikel con- ished drawing
the plpe for the pennant this year. Although they
tinues pushing forward his •men who handsome concrete raidence that arjs/ahead of us in the matter
arc excavating down underneath the
vil nudit
it,e.rect 42._1.13,e_.. of' Ofactit4, and we have practically
t
first floor of The Palmer
corner of Monroe street and Hara- an '1401a? infield, Belt expects ta
basement will be converted into han
boulevard. The plans will to- makC the Springfield team play some
serviceable rooms, for laundp., stormorrow be given the contractors to ball to beat him. He took twelve
age, ice and other purposes.. It will figure
men and probably Fox, who is a
over. The house will cost in
Sliringfield boy: Allen and Lindley
take several weeks yet for' him to the
neighborhood of $3,00o.
will occupy the rubber for Jacksoncomplete the undertaking because be
vine. If Lindley has control he
cannot get many wagons down in
They Were Hoodooed.
.
. . 'should be an effective man against
the basement at once, it Mat Whir
Last evening an old negro woman Springfield. as t he team has a num _
Mee excavating out in the open, as claimed to Officer
Cross that she ber of left-handed hitters.-4acksononly one vehicle cart get'
the asa-Ur son head been
"hcmd°°e'd" 'yule Courier.
passageway at th e saft*
by a strange negro at their home up
on the North Side beyong- Trimble
In Sunday's game with Keokuk,
Deputy U. S. Marshal
Wads street. The officer took the woman, "Dummy" Hughes was up three times
Brown retirned Itorn Ballard last
her boy and "doctor" to the city and "copped" out three hits, one of
night.
•
had. hut 'hey were rete-w^,1
them a three-baggeor. When Cairo 81118814111410111
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BY USING THE
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"UNDERW
TYPEWRIHR

It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

Underwood • Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth ,Sts., Louisville.

Green River Stone

•• t i

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

'
•

4

First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

r--

1

(
/

6

1

J. 1 Bleich,

224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

WE!A

Lender &Lydon's
$3.00(043.50
..SHOES..

ra

EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky.
NMI

We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you the
middleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by Paducah
Workmen and strictly guaranteed.

Paducah

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets

'

d er 111A- ompany

Incorporated.

•

Paducph, Kentucky.

•••••

ORGANIZE ALUMNI1POST-EASTER
CEREMONIES

Mt:*

GRADUATES
_PUBLIC
OF
SCHOOLS PREPARING TO
110
THIS.

A
F lie

Worth it's
Weight I
In Gold!1

GUY NANCE,
Manager.

YRITZ KE TTLER,
A militant.

M. NANCE.
Embalmers

GUY NANCE

Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334.
PADUCAH, KY.

THESE WILL BE HELD AT
TO REMOVE FRECKLES AND
WEST TENNESSEE STREET
MISSION.
Meeting Locking Towards OrganizPIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE
ing Will Be Held With Super• •-•:V•ntitttlilittrat114=•
•
intendent Lieb Next Friday.
The Compleidon Beautifier
Rev. George Crutcher of Dyersburg,
Tenn., Arrived Yesterday and Is
NEWThe gradua:es of the Paducah high
At The Palmer.
itClchtYriararntruld/ 'deadt
school are preparing to organize an
It fails to remove
(Incor Dorlite4-3
include
the
the
very
worst
names
of
evcases
and
beautify the
alumni, to
complexion
in
turtoty
days.
ery person vs:io has graduated from
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock the
Ggeneral Cartage Business,
the public educational departments, West Tennessee street Methodist
Mrs. Edward Junes, of Mount Sterling,
no matter for what year. A meet- Mission church will hold the ser- Kentucky, writes.
ing will be he!d• at ,,3o o'clock next
Superior Facilities for
Office
vices _they _inteadtd_ conducting( last "I feel it my duty be tell you the benefit
Friday afternlon at the OfRe- of
tesatneta
has been to me. I had suffered
Sunday, that was Easter, but which untold mortification with freckles since child- Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd
and Monroe
Superintendent C. •ISf. Lieb in the
hood. Saving used eh the
roomwere
ceremonies
postponed
over
un1000s.
Washington brilding on West Broadmended creams and lotions, withmuck And Household:
Both 'Phones it
I bought your entire treatment
way, at which time steps looking til this afternoon. Quite a nice pro- hesitancy
Alter giving it a fair Mild I most heartily
mend it, for it's worth ita weight it
towards organi. ing will be taken, and gramme will be carried out.
2:21=t
golr
re
to any woman having freckles. You,
a most cordial invitation is extended
Nadinole Is the only thing / have ever used
Little's ChapeL
with suooess. Your Nadine Pace Powder it
to all graduaf ; to he present and
a
grand. Wishing you the deserved success, I
take part in
- preliminary details
Rev. T. J. Owen preaches this am sincerely."
looking towar
cfiecting tht organi- morning at ir o'clock at Littlea
Price 50 cents and $1.00, by leading
zation. Of course, there Will also be chapel, where Sunday school services
druggists or mail. Prepared by the
admitted to membership those who will be held at the regular hour.
graduate this year, and then each
National Toilet Co..Paris.Tenn.
year thereafter, as :he pgpils finish
Presiding Elder.
their scholastic course; they will be
Presiding Elder J. W. Blackard of fill condition of certain portions of
Amitted to memb 'rship.
Methodist churches will return the city. It seems most incredible
the
The most despised drudger, of housekeeping is the care of the
An alumni never existed in this
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and *1st they procity amongst the graduates, and this morning from La Center where that such conditions can be possible
duce. Unhook, of Celine, you own a
great interest is being centered in the. last night he lectured to a large in a town no larger than Paducah.
. ,f:
prospective organization that will ctowd at the Methodist church on It is to be most earnestly hoped
that
the
project
Trip
to
Europe."
to
convert
one
"A
lurid
memdbubtless have several hundred.
plague spot into a public park will
bers. After the association is gotten
succeed, as it is now breeding a
Minister Arrived.
up it is probable dues of $r per year
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
e ill be charged, while the graduates
Yesterday at noon Rev. George pestilence, that unless checked, will
rooms
Estimates iree.
the
for
ia
the
near
give
entertainments
future
cause such a
e1 also
'
•44111114111
Crutcher of Dyersburg, Tenn., ariictit of the isrganizeion.
social
upheaval
and
bring
sorrow
to
rived here and is at The Palmer. lie
Sli13108
All the graduates who are desirous fills the pulpit morning and even- so many homes as will be appalling.
of joining the alumni are requested ing today at the First
Baptist Instead of a few brave, heroic souls
to telephone their names to Superin- church.
Laboring to combat this evil, the entendent Lieb or Prof. Payne.
ore body of Christian people should
demand in thunder tones that this
Both Phones sot. 132 South P ourth St, ps Kentucky Avenue.
Mission Society Meets.
den of iniquity be trampled out.
The Women's Home Mission soAs the darkest cloud has a silver
ciety of the Trimble street MethoI
to
lining Mrs. Chiles referred to the 1101111moommponsumummumm....
dist church will meet tomorrow afmr
more Christian spirit now maniteinoon with Mrs. J. C. Martin a
fested towards the erring who de.,
ONE WEEK AFTER TOMOR- 1035 Harrison street. The gathering sire to return to a better life. The
ROW IT SOUNDS ONE
opens at 3 o'clock.
better class of Christian women ars
HOUR LATER.
now extending a helping hand where
Mechanicsburg M. E. Church.
it is so greatly needed, instead ot
Sunday school will be held this withdrawing
their skirts and passing
The Law is Not Enforced in the morning at 9:15 o'clock, lead by by on, the other side
•ne
as was the cus.
Slightest Sense by the Muni441.
Mr. 0. P. Powell. This evening at tom in former years.
cipal Authorities.
7:30 o'clock the sEpworth League
Every one present was most deepmeets with Mir. G. W. Smith as ly impressed with the
report and,
leader.
the importance of the work. The
The young American will, after ore
next meeting of the union, Thursweek from tomorrow night, be enBroadway M. E. Societies.
day afternoon. April 26, will be detitled to remain undisturbed upon the
The
Ramsey
society of
the voted to the department of social
public streets one hour later, than Broadway Methodist church will
vitrify, of which • Mrs. Jettic M.
for the past six months, as May it meet tomorrow afternoon
i
at
2 Elliott is the superintendent.
the curfew does not sound until o o'clock at the church, while the
If the Christian women of Naduo'clock and continues blowing at that Home Mission society meets at the
call
could be made to realize the
From
hour until next November.
same place at 3 o'clock.
importance of the work of the W.
4N
May 1st to November 1st it blowt at
C. T. U., they would not allow any9 o'clock ,vrtile from November it
Broadway Methodist.
thing to take its place. The union
to May 1st it sounds at 8 o'clock
Rev. T. J. Newell, of the Broad- is one of the strongest allie• of
each evening.
the
way Methollist church, returned yes- church and
should be so recognized.
The law is not enforced in any
terday
morning
from Louisville, It is so
sense of the word, though, as at all
recognized wherever its
and will this morning preach on "The
hours of the night up until 12 o'clock
work is properly understood. That
Care
of
the
Soul-Life."
He
this
little kids can be seen hanging
It is not properly understood it is
•S sal
morning announces his topic for toJa'srs
around upon the public streets, doine
not the fault of the union. It is
night.
as they please and paid no attention
not a secret organization. Its doors
to by the policeman.
are always open and' visitors and
W. C. T. U. Lecturer.
,One well known citizen yesterday
friends
always welcome.
/sits. Mary E. Batch, state corBE WISE AND GT A GOOD said that of all laws, this on should
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES- be more rigidly enforced lean any responding secretary of ,the WornENT ONES PUT IN
Payments During Four Weeks.
FIRST- other upon the 'city books, as it tend- an's Christian Temperance Union is
CLASS ORDER.
WE DO THE ril to have a bearing apan the future making a tour of western Kentucky
The Old Mutual Life of New York
FINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR generations, as by mattlis, the ciel- in the interest of are union, and will paid
during the four weeks of FebTuesday
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF dren comply with the law and get lecture in Paducah on
ruary,
reo6, $2,000,000 in round memare
they
hot.',
evening May 15.
home by a reasonable
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
not learn
kept oat of itisznief and
Mrs. Balch is a woman of marked bers, in death claims and matured enOUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS the tricks that tr•uttlIv fall tr the lot ability. She has had a wide exper- dowments to policy holders. N
other company can show a record apMODERATE.
WE CARRY A el the "night led- boy.
ience as a speaker and never fags to
proaching this. In the two essentiaL
COMM ETE LINE OF BEAUTIeach
that
provides
ordinance
The
hold her audience. Her coming will
FUL JEWELRY.
lad shall be fined a certain sum if be awaited with great interest by points of strength, assets and surplus
over afl Liabilities, the Mutual Life
found on the street after the curfew the local union.
stands first. Don't experiment with
rings unless he has gotten a written
anything new or cheep but sea,
excuse from his parents.
WORK OF THE W. C. T. U.
J. M. QUINN. Dist Mgr.
a30 SOUTH THIRD ST.
PADUCAH. ICV
tem Fraternity Building..
Claim Notice.
Programe of Rescue and Prison
428 Broadway.
Mission—Distribution and VisitaClaim Notice.
McCracken Circuit Court, E. 0.
PHONE 772-1!...
tion Homes for ifomeltss--Meal,
Plff.,
etc.,
administrator,
Thomas,
McCracken Circuit Court, P. G
For Hungry—Employment for the
age Equity, vs. Anthony Paynf.,
Rudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
For
Needy
and
Provision
Made
etc., clefts.
Hessig, deceased; plaintiff, vs. petitOrphans.
Ordered that this action be reion in equity, H. T. Hessig, etc., deferred to Cecil Reed, master comfendant.
(Communicated.)
missioner, of this court to take
Ordered that this action be referrmeeting
of
The
the
W.
C.
T.
U.
Sold at
p:oof of assets and liabilities of the
ed to Cecil Reed, master contnrissionestate of Jinnie Payne, deceased, at the First Baptist church last er of this court to take proof of asGray's Buffet,
claims Thursday afternoon was a most im- sets and liabilities of the esta'e of
having
and
all persons
Palanee House Bar,
L.. A. Lagomarsino.
against said estate are required to pressive one. The president, Mrs. Ida Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
Puryear„ opened the meeting
rsons having claims against said
Insetar- ye'ify and—fele--the- _same
before said commissioner, on or be- by reading the third chapter o estate are required to properly vent y
fore the 5th day of May, 1906 or Proverbs, following ivith prayer that and file same, before said commisNOTICE.
they will be forever barred from as- the divine blessing might rest upon sioner, on or before the 5th day of WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPACopy for our next directory will go serting any claim against the assets the leader for the afternoon and her May, gook or they will be forever
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
barred from asserting any claim
to press Monday April 16th. Notices in the hands of the administrator. work.
TT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE. TO
After the roll-call, Mrs. Ida B. against the assets in the hands of the
cf changes or additions must be re- unadministered; and all persons are
OFFER
YOU.
administrator, unadministered; and
ale MOM
ceived before this date.
hereby enjoinel and restrained from Chiles, superintendent of the departall
hereby
persons
are
enjoined
and
work.
This directory will contain the collecting their claims against said ment of rescue and prison
collecting
their
names and addresses of more than estate except through this suit. read the first ten verses of the restrained from
MUMM32:13MUMUMUttrt:=1
Iwo subscribers. You are commer- Ordered that this order be published sixfb chapter of-Gatatiang and stated claims against said estate except
For the neat few days Wallpa, through this suit. Ordered—that this
cially }oat if your name is not listed.
per that is usually sold elsewhere
in The Paducah Daily Register as how much this lesson had helped !order he published in The Paducah
Call 3oo, contract department.
her in her life and work. Followat 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
required by law:
required by law.
report of Daily Register as
this
she
protented
her
ing.
isc
per roll.
t906.
April
9th,
This
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
Given under my hand, as clerk of
her work since the first of March, said court, this the ratit day of April,
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
COMPANY.
A cop attest':
conesisting of four visits to the city 1906.
sell for 8c.
J. A. MILLER; clerk.
hospital, two visits to the almshouse
Like other commodities, telephone
J. tk. MILLER, Clerk,
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
holding rePigious• service each time
service should be paid according to
sell at se.
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
and distributing ioo papers, three
its value.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
We carry a large and complete
We hnve in the thy about 2,850
visits to the county jail holding re- Riley & Cook.
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
subscribers or five times as many as
ligious service twice and distributand Window Shades in all colors.
the Independent Co., outside the city
ing iso papers, twelve isits to privRiley & Cook's 0.,:at Offer,
A large line of roofing and buildand within the county we have 63
ate; homes vThere consolation was
ing
papers, canvass and tacks.
you
make
time
short
We will for a
times as many subscribers as the Inneeded and holding religious service.
mountpictures
Platinum
one
dozen
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
Places were found for ten women
uanuutuanumumuummanusansis
ed in nice folder, for $s. This is the
telenhone in your residence at the
good
needing employment
and
studio in
same rate the Independent Co. is
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates homes for five orphan' children. Be. best offer ever made by any
41111111111111111111
this city. All other photos at resupposed to charm 'and_sprovide in
Water and Oil Colors,
,.sides this she has furnished so meals duced prices. Call at our studio and
addition, long
distance facilities
Mottos and Colanders
unfortunate or see what we have to offer before$e
.
which will enable. yon to refsh fifty Framed right up to date in five nale• and 2o lodgings to
anyi
homeless people..
with
engagements
making
any
million people from your home. Call
utes time at the
Mrs. Chiles' accouta of, her rescue other studio.
3o0 for further inrormation.
work and of the obstacles with
Photographically yours.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
has
to
fear.
RILEY at COOK.
L'ae
contend,
revekliati
od liroollm.
COMPANY.

THAT PLEASES
Phones:

Paducah Transfer Company

Nadinola

4 20

202-R

bfghi

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt

KENTUCKY PRINTING
CnMPANy
121 S,! 4th St.

Next loWashingOishos

t B4ck of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands ,
The First American Life in- .:
Co. The Company that .
HAS EARNED MORE
I: for Policy-holders
?, HA.S PAID MORE 1
Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE 4
+ for Policy-holders
Than any other Cmpay h the
....World...

1

Hot, Water or Steam System

Ed D.Hannan

I

if CURFEW RINGS'

'Little Sums'

I

SOO

count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
PEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY
and see how fast your money
grows. $1.00 will start an account

TIME RIB

O

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Banks

227 BROADWAY.

MAHIL, EDNUR & CO
Undertakers and
Embalmers,

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

!

C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1701 Neyels St.
Tolspions 311.

!
i

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

. LEE. 315 hay

C

•

•
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Arnusepents

FEED DOGS TO READY TO RESUME AT
COUPLE TO
IGELFURNITURE THE IRROCOTES PUBLIC WORK

PADUCAH, KENTUfK

FEARTH'S MIGHTIEST AND BEST Lal ASK
.
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ONLY
London
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ple consents to be marsied in public tions here next week for the fcstti- winding up his business at that city
RARE WILD,ANIMALS..
AMUSEMENT
ENTERPRISE
New on
Charlton, the well known
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the festival grounds during the val, stating that when
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which has been atunaunced is un- entertainment promotors is to make lgorrotes leaves the carnival comTENTS
SUN
/la
AND
RAIN
'1
,
1000P
:00PERSONS.
the work on the storm sewers that
itt fully attractive, while. the solo this wedclig a dranieig feature for the pany and goes to Chicago to enter
avenue
to
Kentucky
are
be
laid
on
features are bound to arouse more carnival, and any, matrimonially in- "The White City," where they will and
SOMETHING
THE CHARMING
Jefferson street.
than ordinary interest. The DM' clined pair desiring to capture the be exhibited during the summer The pipes for the storm sewers
REALLY NEW ftt
PARISIAN BELLE
zusch's concertmeister on the pres- liaise can notify Secretary Rodney C. months.
people also here, have arrived from St. Lou:s
The Cosmopolitan
ent tour is Mr. Alexander Saslavsky, Davis of the company at his office
-IN Adesired by the Paducah- and have been placed for handy use
-a violinist or rare attainments. on South Third street. Only white said that if
,
FEARFUL, FRIGHTFUL, FRENZIED, FLYING FLIGHT
would be fed when needed. Mr. Gardner yesterlgorrotes
ans
and
the
matrimony,
candidates
for
couples,
Saslavsky is a Prussian by birth, a
dogs to eat for two days whle they day announced that he would tornorgraduate of the Imperial Conserva- have already been decided upon.
in the city. The band partook tow morning start digging up KenRhodesare
at
display
suite
is
on
The
tory, Vienna, and he has been asmeat when first at the St. tucky avenue with about sixty men
this
anyet
by
Burford, where it can be seen
soc4ted with the famous orehestra
couple will be married at Louis World's fair, but it was stop- and put down the mains as rapidly
body.
The
leader since coming to ra4 country
THE MOST SENSATIONAL FEATURE
ro:3 o'clock, the evening of Tuesday, ped in a few weeks. This is their as possible. Completing that thorten years ego. His solo playing is May r, on the grounds, in full view most delicious meal down in the Phil- oughfare, he commences at Fifth
ACT EVER CONCEIVED
marked by fire and dash and with all of everybody.
ippine Islands, from whence they on Jefferson and lays similar mains
THE SNOW GROUNDS
the Slav's innate sense of expres ; on.
The •Daughters of the Confederacy bail, and they will be given all the put as far as Ninth and then on
IMMEDIATELY
AFTHR
THE
PARADE
AND
AGAIN
AT 6:30 P. M.
Another member of the organiza- have agreed to take control of the varied kind of animals here.
Sixth. Seventh and Ninth between Only living Woman who rides a Bicycle down a steep Incline into Space and
this
frecola=
of
who
tion who frequentlytion
In another
Kentucky and Jefferson.
Country Store during the carnival,
ACROSS A 55-FOOT YAWNING DEATH TRAP,
quently appears as soloist is Mr.
Last evening the Cosmopolitan will be seen a large cut of the faSTILL THERE ARE MORE STARTLERS TO FOLLOW.
(ompany closed its week at Jackson. mous band, while the following is
Leo Schulte 'cellist, aPulis'n
WOMAN'S "NO" IS COSTLY
WATCH
ian Who came to America:: when Tenn., and went to Paris, Tenn., their menu for a meal:
T
RAIN OR
34ikisch first appeared as leader of where they exhibit this week. The
Schwab Pays $3,000,000 Instead of
AT!BAAL
week following they come to this
tue Boston Symphony
Si,000,000 for Her HusIgeerotes' Menu.
Overwhelming moving Miles of Wealth and Splendor. Open Dens of Fierce Wild
Lovers of the good and beautiful place.
band's Mine.
Beasts, Herds of Elephants, Camels, Ponies, Horses. Five Bands
Puree of Dachshund
III fiction will no doubt be gratified
of Music and all Exclusive New Novelties.
Consomme
Bruno
Icl.—The
will
be
opportunity
Goldfield,
that
an
Nev.,
April
to learn
TWO
PERFORNA1tON8
ALL 217, AND WATERPROOF TENTS AT 2
talk of the camp is the the woman's AND 8 P. N. Doors Open OneIN
given them to follow the career of
Dog Salmon Chowder.
Hour Ismer for a tour of the Peerleas Triple IdeaSchwab
"No"
Charles
M.
neeeries
and
which
cost
attendance
of
the
Husical Festival by
!etude "Dora Thorne," the story
MON.TINNNYll ORLEIBRATIID INTBANATIONAL BRAINS BAND.
$4,000.000 and increased her husBlue Pointers' Ears Deviled
that made Bertha M. Clay famous,
band's hank account by that amount.
Greyhound Roe Boiled
in a dramatization which has been
•
Stew
Setter
The wife of Robert Montgomery
Irish
this
seaeta forth for the first time
said it. When Charles M. Schwab
Prime Roast Terrier,
son. Who have riot laughted and
Stuffed with Rats became convinced that Nevada had
cried with the fortunate and still ona bright future he took a survey of
HER Roast Towser, au Jus
SAYS
DURRELL
EVA
her
fortunate,
Dora, following
Ragout of Young Mastiff the mineral resources of the state and
HUSBAND DID NOT REthrough hex lovers, hopes and vicisencountered Bob Montgomery, a cisco and saw the parties. Mrs.
LIGHT BUGS.
Boiled Carnotes with the Bark on
MAIN LONG.
tudes with deep hearted interest;
z z plain-spoken man and owner of the Montgomery kept saying 'No' and
Whole Potatoes a la Nude
and when the story of her I;fe was
finally I. acquired the property on a Thousands of Them Have Swooped
Corned Newfoundland Hash Montgomery Shoshone mine.
(tided, laying it aside reluctantly as
Down Into, This City.
Wienerwursts
offered him $1,000,000 for it basis of $5,000,000. Her 'No' cost me
"I
Bernard
St.
Hot
Police
Court
Yesof
the
beloved No Session
though parting from a
With the warm weather there
years ago," said Mr. Tog000,000."
about
two
Pugs'
Feet
Pickled
terday Morning—Other
comes the "summer abomination' in
friend. And then the beautiful little
Spitz Cheese Sandwiches Schwab, "and he was about to take
Tribunals.
A New South Wales farmer went the form of the electric light hugs,
twins, the manly and impulsive RonSweet Lips of Poodle, a la Fondle it. In fact, I considered the deal
closed. He went to San Francisco out the other day and tied his small as thousands of them swoopd down
ald Earle, the statuesque Valeteine
Spratt's Dog Biscuits
Spaniel Pie a la Mbde and the first thing I knew Mrs. dog to a fence. On his return he upon the city yesterday and proved
Charteris; all the well known charYesterday morning in the circuit Compote of Mbngrel with Cherries Montgomery had persuaded him to found a large carpet snake attached' the usual nuisance they always are.
acters come to life ani tell the
withdraw from the negotiations. to the end of the leash and no signs They are the greatest pests imaginabeautiful story all over again. This court the divorce suit of Eva Durrell Hydrophobia Punch
that
Durrell
showed
Henry
ble around where electric arc lights
against
Tea
was heard of the matter for of the dog.
Greyhound
Nothing
Swift
Extract
' play may we'd 'e terme.1 "pure as
The best policy is a paid-up life in- are burned, and remain until the cool
nearly a year and I made another
Coffee (Black and Tan)
the lilies" rehesiiing and wholcscme, the latter had enough of married
months of fall arrive.
trip out there. I went to San Fran- surance.
Mannila Cigars.
a id is surely
eley for el reachin; life after two days matrimonial bliss
dipetition
for
as
wife
in
her
the
all and pleating :II in its it
touches int.) ttte hearts and home sfe sorce says they married in Illinois
to the rich .s well as the poor. The February ist, loos, and her husband
splendid predoct•ln w'll be seen at deserted her two days thereafter.
this she wants dissolved the ties
The
Kentucky
Saturday For
next
binding them together.
watinee and night.

-EAENTUCKY
Thursday Night
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SPANNING DEATH'S ARCH
ABSOLUTELY FREE. TWICE DAILY ON

BIG STREET PARADE

TWO DAYS
WAS ENOUGH

•

es

No Police Court.
Grease This Week.
•
Account
of no arrests having been
An exciting feature act, which any
trade the proceeding twenty-four
other amusement enterprise would
hours, there were no prisoners beto
admission,
price
of
high
a
charge
fore
Sanders of the police coust yesShows,
exhibit, Cole Brothers United
to be seen Friday, April nth in Pa- terday morning, hence -no need for
ducah, offer absolutely free as an out- A session. For the past few days
in-the-Open air attraction. It is ad- now the judge has found it unusualvertised as "spanning death's arch' ly quiet in his line.
and judging from the information at
Quiet at Courthouse.
hand- it is a real blood-chilling thrill;
er. Twice daily, immediately after
It is very quiet at the county
the street parade and again at 6:3o p. courthouse, nothing at all going on
Mademoisselle D'Zizi, a Parisian mound there yesterday. The dullbelle. is raised to the very apex of a ness was more noticeable because
towering frail wooden inclined plane Jidge Reed has just finished with a
where she mounts a slender bicycle lively criminal term. Tomorrow he
and then plunges at lightning speed starts the civil session and things
apparently to her doom. Thirty feet
he busy. for six or seven week,.
from the ground the structure curves
upward for a short distance aml th,ei
Certificate of Election.
abruptly ends.
At this point the
Col.
Edward O. Leigh of Frankgreat momentum attained by the fearfort,
filed
a certificate with the
onward
both
sends
hike
less rider's
yesterday, stating that
county
clerk
into space and high above the backs
of a herd of elephants. For 55 feet hv continued maintaining this city
NfIle D'Zizi skims through the air as his place of residence, and would
as graceful as a bird, she and her ma- vote here. He is private secretary
chine describing a half circle over the to Governor Beckham at Frankfurt
chasm, in which grim death seems and the law provides that anyone
lurking with arms outstretched to going to the state capital to take a
greet the expected victim, landing public position, can continue mainsaftly upon the second section of the taining the home in their old city
narrow path and thence riding to and vote there, provided they tile
—teri-a-tirrnsr Audit'-his
nry clerk a
young French beauty . accomplished evidencing their intentions.
that which no other women ever atMiss Carrie Runge tiled her comtempted and is bowing and smiling mission as a notary public, and
her acknowledgments to the cheering rualnied before the county -clerk.
thousands of onlookers, whose very
hearts were fairly stilled during -her
Schwab Case.
flight.
Yesterday it was !trued the $2,600
claim of Mrs. Moses Schwab against
OPEN THE CASINO.
her husband, strale_dne for the stock
Manager Malone Says It Win B ef eolthing she turned over to her
husband, but this was an error. The
About May 21 Before Seamoney is due her for cash ahe
son Starts.
loaned 'her husband.
• Manager Wlilliam Malone, of the
Case Under Advisement,
Casino at Wallace park, wants to
Justice John J. Bleich yesterday
get his summer playhouse opened for
the season !..Coy 15, but dozs not be- heard the evidence in the warrant
lieve this will be accomplished, but charging James McKinney, of the
says it will be open by Mhy 21 at the county, with obstructing a public
highway by building a fence on to
outside.
The playhouse is now being gotten the thoroughfare. After finishing
in first-class condition, and a success- with the testimony the magistrate
.
advisetook the proceeding' - under
ful season is promised.
ment, to render his opinion within
It cost r3 cents to go by trolley the next day or two.
cars from Tokio to Yokohorna, the
Regular Court.
port of the Japanese capital. Cars
Justice Bleich tomorrow morning
start every five minutes from 5 in the
'Morning to rt at night.
convenes his regular monthly term
of magisterial court and will be busy
I
Do a man today; he'll do you to- trying action* the balance of this
enorrew,
week.
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Paducah's 7th Annual Carnival
MAY 5.
APRIL 30 to
and Grander than ever.
Bigger and Better, Greater

Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
and Irrogote Village
a..

•

A Niastodonic Assemblage of All That is Strange, Odd and Curious.
New Attractions.
New Features.
New Shows.
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Linea.

s.
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vertises his business in a remarkable •:efeeleiss-e.ee-aie:.•e-a+eleaea+++4-1-a+++
•
manner. He has had cards printed +
+
bearing the following words':
PERSONAL NOTES.
•
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
"Friends and Neighbors': I mill+
grateful ft past favors and
supplied my store with a fine line of
of two thousand retail
'
is composed
Attorney E:amuel T. Spaulding, of choice liquors allow me to inform
Cairo, 39.1, falling.
-you-- that I shall contittue to make
druggists, scattered throughout the Lehanon;1(y7eit-in the city on
6iattanooga, 7.7, falling.
drunkards, paupers and beggars for
United States, who have., conceits ness.
Cinnati, 28.o, falling.
trated their league buying power in
Mr. Lee 'Harris, wife and child, of the sober, industrious, respectable
Evansville,
23.2, standing.
part
the
of
community
to support.
a single, Woperative concern. These Cincinnati, arrived yesterday to visit
Florence, 6.9, fallittg.
aty
liquors
will
excite
riot,
robbery
Mrs.
and
000t5 "stwe*So' constitute the greatest the former's parents, Mr.
Louisville, 9.5, falling.
retail leriee. outlet on earth. Conse-, Leans •Harris. of -North Fifth street. and bloodshed.
Mt. Carmel, 13.4, falling.
diminish
"They
will
re-itir
comforts,
of
Budd,.
'Manager
General
<luently the N.
Co., becomes
Nashville—missing.
increase
your
expenses
and
shorten
the largest single' customer for to; the West Keetucky Coal company, life.
I shall confidently recommend -"Pittsburg, 5.6, falling.
Lecco ever known. in the history of returned yeste rday from Chicago.
Davis Island Dam, 7.6, falling.
Billy Sink of Golconda, who ;s them as sure to multiply fatal accithe teig-ar business: That is why we
St. Louis, 23.7, falling.
Saddlery Co., dents and incurable diseases.
Paducah
with
the
now
<an offer the terms??? we do.
Mt. Vernon, 23.6, falling.
was in the .ci•y yesterday. He will
Must Support His Family.
Paducah,,,
28.2, falling.
return
today
and
visit his old home
"They will deprive some of
The steamer Kentucky skipped out
Monday to resume business for the others of reason, many Of character
Company.
and all of peace. They will make yesterday for the Tennessee river.
Mr. Morris Nash of • Louisville, fathers fiends, wives widows, chil- She comes back again next Ttraguday
here..-ytisterdlvoto---visit • his -dean•orphans and all poor. i will night.
Last night the Dick Fowler came
parepts Mr. aid Mrs. M. B. Nash train your sons in infidelity, dissipae
ti3On, ignorance, lewdness and every back from Cairo and lays here until
.44of North Ninth.
8 o'clock tomorrow morning befpre
gy other vice. I will corrupt the ministhea ldiurugro
'Mpy
efun r.a2oh.bnasV1; Hardy forfom
skipping out on her return that
• ters of religion, obstruct the gospel,
The Joe Fowler comes in t
defile
the
church
and
cause as much
reiug trip to
eeessee.
from
Evansville and lays until torn
See will next Wed- temporal and eternal death as I can. row morning before getting
WANTED--•y, or U. S. Army;
Mtr, Cherie
out
I
will
thus
'accomodate
the
public'-able-bodied nebiberied men between eeeday return to his college at Ann
her return trip that way.
it
may
be
at
the
loss
of
my
neverages of 21 and as; atizetis of the - A:bie, Mich., having come down to
The John S. Hopkins went to E dying soul. But I have a family to
United States, of goodoharaeter -aitdootiend his sisters wedding.
a
lb
vale yesterday and comes bite
support, the business pays an 'the
temperate habits, who can speak, read
Mr. C. B. Lyle of Clarksville, public
next Tuesday.
encourage
it.
and write English. For inieirmatioa Tenn., arrived here yesterday fur a
The Buttorff left Nashville yes•ete
"I have paid my license and the
Made from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
apply to Recruiting *Nteat New Wk.{ visit to the family of his
day and getting here today, lays until
traffic
is
lawful,
and
if
I
don't
sell
it
and
frictioned. They are supplied with an extra heavy tread to resist puncRichmond House Paducah. Ky.
Thomas somebody will. I know the bible noon tomorrow, when she skips away
father-in-law,
Captain
re4 I
tures. We guarantee them to be perfect in construction and material and
Herndon of W'ashington street. He says: 'Thou shalt not kilt no for Clarksville.
XVIIITE dining room girls wanted
Late tomorrow night the steamer will replace free of charge any defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTS
goes back home this evening.
drunkard shall enter the kingdom of
at Hotel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson.
will arrive out of the Tennee- for this brand. We also carry a large line of M. & W. and all standard
Clyde
has
returned
Mrs. T. J. •Newell
heaven,' and I do not expect the
see
river.
She .will lay here until 5 tires and a complete line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLES
was drunkard maker to fare any better,
llagabnirtprieved farm near Maxon frant'arisiting in Mississippi, and
o'clock
Wednesday
afternoon before before you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels and have atone records than any other bicycle on the marbet.
Mills, 37 'at-T*3, easy terms. Apply r accompanied by her grandson of but I want an easy living and I have getting out on her return that way.
Paris, Tenn., where she stopped resolved to gather the wages of in.613 Broadwaye
If you wish a luxury in the bicycle line call and see oar
The
City
of
pass
up
Saltillo
will
iquity and fatten on the ruin of my
rr
today
bound
for
the
river
Tennessee
Bebput -returned last species.
FOR fais1111
Residence. ,Nintli . ir. L.
from St. Louis.
from
Lexington, Louisville
:and Jefferson. 'Telephone •Geo.-Resolved to do Business.
The Georgia Lee paseed tip yester'2ther places where he went toHughes.
"I shall therefore, carry on my day bound for Cincinnati from Memeeie
e- sit the Red Men lodges, he being business with energy and do my best phis.
REPAIRING DONE BY MECHANICS.
HOTEL'''. •
'T—Ready the .ranking officer in this state. •
to diminish the wealth of the nation
arnished at Anson *slows with a
Ili. Andy Anderson, with the and endanger the safety of the stale. LAKE UNDERLIES THE CITY
telephone. J. Il ;eon, Hinson, Spiv.. Rieke Wholesale Dry Goods Co., re- As my basiness flourishes in proporsAe„
.
'Tenn.
terned , from a trip over ,in Illinois tion to your sensibility and ignorance
•
;
'
ye,orday. to spend Sunday at home. I will do my best to prevent moral Charlestown, W. Va., Alarmed and
Old Phone 2451r.
PENT—Eight
Roomed
Lawyer L. K. Taylor returned purity and intellectual growth.
New Phone 743
326-328 S. 3rd St.
the
Peop:o
Flee
in
Terror.
"Should you doubt my ability I rehouse. in \Veit End all modern con- yesterday frtim tak'ng law deposifer you to the pawnshops, the poorveneritiEsse . Frescoed
throughout. tient, ..at Fulton.
Apply L. S. DeBois.
Mrs. Ben T. Cullom and sister house, the ,police court, the hospital. 'Richmond. Va., April \P.--CharieeMiss Ruth Benson have gone to the penitentiary and the gallows, town, W. Va., located just across the
where you will find many of my best state line from Winchester, is in a
fOlit RENT—Lower apartments Grace). and Hopkinsville. to visit:
of 116tIge foa ..Xortlei Sixth street
41r. Timothy Shea of Peoria, Ill.. customers have gone. A sight of ferment of excitement over the disGEORGE FtAWA,..EIGH.
.'.as here yesterday V . 1 the local them will convince you that I do what covery of a tremendous subterranean
•
lake and cavern directly beneath the
Brotherhood of
;Firemen. I say.
"Allow me tc inform • u that so town and near enough to the crust 01
General Admission as Cents.
For /OW ittiom. Elegantly fur- He is second vice'-Pitesident of the
are fools and that I am an honest the earth to make the situation pr.:nished. Centrally Ipcated for two order.
CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o
CENTS.
GRAND
STAND
35
young ladies. Reasbnable
Box 96, Col.* Edward 0, Leigh, prirvate saloon keeper."
carious to Me inhabitants.
City.
blasting
made
the
discovery
Man
secretary of Governor Beckham, reRAM BUTTS IN ON A BULL of the lake cavern when the disTICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
terned this •norning to Frankfort
FOR RENT—Two nice rooms at
charge caused the earth to crumble
after spending. several days in the
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
324 N. Fifth. Call at house, or old
and fall in, leaving a great hole. J
"day.
'phone 1651.
ComMily
of
the
Standard
Oil
the Bigger Animal's Mercy.
Ed-tor George Catlett of Princea-pans'.together With a party of the
ton
returned
home
this
morning,
FOR RENT—Rooms for light
into the cavern,
Y.,April
Middleton,
ril ao.—Timo- workmen,
-housekeeping. Apply 329 South Third. after spending yesterday in the city thy Freelove. always boasting that he exploring it for a considerable dieon business.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30
P. N. SHARP.
presence
was beholden to none, thanks his tance. They discovered the
stirof
lake,
returning
to
the
FOR RENT—One nicely / furna
and,
stars today because one of the hum ished room for ..erettleman at Elevblest "butted in" at a crisis in his af- face, procured a small boat in which
en the anrTeireisein. 'Phone 223R.
fairs. He has for many years been they rowed about for several hun•
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •'• farming near Leonard Center and 111 tilted yards. They were afraid to .entune farther into the bowels of the
; HELP WANTED—We can give
Orange county knows him.
without procuring lights and
earth
employment to twenty or thirty famOnce he was spry upon his feet.
safeilies, espeeial*Iff Cris, M our knitbut when his belted Holstein bull taking proper precautions and
ting 'and spinning mill. Two trolley
—Miss Jennie Higgins and Mr. R. which he was leading to water guards to facilitate their return.
On steamer Dick Fowler given by.
Mily in an interview said that there
-ear lines, cheap house rent, healthy H-. McWatees, of Grand Rivers. ar- knocked him down he found it hard
Locomotive
the Brotherhood of
. location, good
water, abundant rived here yesteriey.„ accompanied to regain his balance. The Holstein are limestone formations in the rayamusementre no commissary, steady by Mr. and Mreve:IC-Ferguson. retired a few paces, scliped the turf, ten sim'lar to tho4. as 'he ne tee Firemen and Ladies' society.
work, highest scale of piece work The party went on trIeletropolis, lowered his head and was ready to Luray caverns. The water of the
prices paid. Apply to the Richmond where the former couple were mar- charge the helpless farmer . It was lake is remarkably pure and is cold
Hosiery Mills, Chattanooga, Tenn.
red,
in the middle of a ten acre lot and and sweet to the taste.
An expert with electric lights made
—Mr. Charles Rodfus, of Third no human aid was nigh.
of the cavern.
LOST --Dee
tuvflpiae. between and Kentucky avenue, it confined to
knit as the last snort had been giv- a further exploration
WilliamillitleVArd and 12th his bed with inflammatory rheuma- en -by the king of the meadow there conforming the report previously
and Broadwayee4Retupt
/IL R. tism. Mr. Thomas Boswell is look- was a swift flash of dull gray and made by Mr Wee. He was unable, Adults 5o cents; Children 25 cants.
Wamble, rootiltruailonSY, and receive ing after the business while the other curled horns. Something struck that however, to go across the lakt, the Come
everybody and enjoy these
of which is therefore unknown.
reward. :
f No. •
'
is ailing.
bull right in the middle of the fore- extent
excursions.
.No objectionable char
point
—The bridge closest the .Union de- head. backed away, made a swift de- Since the cavern runs from the
Ms
'11/if 30*P—One thous- pot, on Caldwell street, has been in tour and came at him again from the of discovery directly under the city actors wip be allowed.
Ct.Jaalle.bg,an agent first a dangerous condition, arid City En- rear. The Holstein ran like a creat- of Charlestown, the inhabitants are
and
—a
ten ens. Von can do likewise. gieer Washington Would not permit ure possessed of many devils. He in a ferment for fear lest the ground telegram from his son, Mr. Seibert
_Parket Chemical
street cars or either vehicles to pass was pursued by what looked like a fall in, burying or drowning them and Lee, who wired from Louisville that
Many
over it. The engineer looked at it moving blurr. Then his front legs destroying their property.
he 4$1kanta the state board of phorm •
WAN,Ti-gs----La4re At district man- again yesterday. and, eblieving it safe
already left the city ,sind
people
have
under
him.
nearly collapsed
acy
examinations, making an averager,A eelei.pg tiidith.s. good 'health Enough for the cars to pass over, gave
temporary homes in other loFreelove got to his feet as quickly sought
age per cent, of rye.
This shows
and 411PIliVig. to work. Salary $ia.00 permission for this, and now the cars
calities.
as he could and gained the refuge of
that
the
young
man
thoroughLy
unweeklikoott expe nses. :Advaireemen t. are going all the way to the depot.
A systematic exploration of 'the
the road. There he saw a frightened
uerstands
pharmacy,
which
be
has
continimbe
instituted
and
Answer at once. J. E. MlcBrady dr
continues
eavern
will
—Walter Rhodes
bull bellowing arid dodging about a
Ctifego,
Eetseat. Graduate Opticiea
proving at R'verside hospital, but it yard in advance of Danl. a Dorset ued until the work is done. In - Iikati been studying for the past few years
the college at Louisville. lie went
will be scverat days before he can ram, which had gained entrance meantime experts will be called uPta in
fere the state board to stand the
AGENTS—Sell San Peancisco dis- be removed back heme.
solve the problem as to wheth
through a break in the fence and had to
Satialaation Guaranteed.
ttflt.
and was' granted a certificate,1
danger
city.
aster boole, soo page illustrations
is
any
to
the
there
—The Red Men hold tomorrow
gone to the rescue of his master. The
•
Freight
paid.
commission.
highest
itling him to practice he profes-1
to bull finally sought refuge at the top
meeting
night their special
Credit. Send -ofe postagd•lor outfit,
n. He is one of the most popuBruck of Peace.
candidates.
of a large heap of stones, up which
many
initiate
also beautiful free household preWill Scott, colored, was arrested lar young fellows of this city where
tomorrow night the ram could not charge. The Dormiums. AmericiniPlibliakeing House, —The aldermen
by he ianmediately rettirns to enter his
morning at 2 o'clock
this
the
finally
from
called
away
set
was
that
meeting,
adjourned
their
hold
Chicago.
Hill
and
Ferguson
on
the
Officers
business.
hostillities.
was postponed over from last scene of
abusing
Hettie
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WAN-rs

Cactus Proof
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THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prices last Rigid. Terms Easy. 051 Bicycles Taken in belong

S. E MITCHELL

LeaguePark

Grand

EXCURSIONS

PADUCAH vs EVANSVILLE
APRIL 20, 21,22

SPECTACLES

Sunday, April 22.
Afternoon & Night
2:00 p.m.

7:30 p. m.

EYE GLASSES

Prop.* Sr.Med
Fitted
$2.50
sod
Solid Bold
Adjusted
$5.00
EYES TESTED FREE

L WOLFF,

Duff

Pressing and Cleaning

HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS

Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.

You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

WARNS HIS BAR PATRONS
"Honest Saloon Keeper" Issues a
Card Showing Evils of Drink.

Toinheteme, Ariz.A14l
stone claims to have the feallikeat
Fifth and Many.
loon keeper in the 'United State's. He
Both Phones rig.
keeps the Temple Bar saloon and ad-

Drvggists,

So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c.
Both Teleph
es 2 5414iFoot of

OHIO
Street.

West Kentucky *Coal Co.
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